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voyeuristically eavesdrops on Isabella's conversation to
Measure for Measure is the Shakespeare play with
Claudio, learns of Angelo's actions, and instead of revealing
great contemporary significance. The decadence of Renaishimself, he arranges the swapping of Isabel's body for
sance Vienna—lax sexual morality, corrupt officials, and a
Mariana's—a very sexually charged bit of trickery for a friar
faulty judicial system—are all comparable to problems in the
to suggest to a religious novice. Similarly the Duke knows
modern realm. However, Measure for Measure is one of
that Angelo was unfaithful to his engagement to Mariana
Shakespeare's more controversial works because of its inand still appoints him deputy, and then feels no qualms about
tensely sexual nature. While intercourse in itself does not
suggesting pre-marital sex to Mariana—the very thing he
make an appearance in the play, human sexuality and the
condemned so harshly in Juliet. The Duke then condemns,
consequences of sex are of paramount importance. The
in public, the sexual conduct of Isabella and Mariana—conwomen in the play are defined by their sexual roles—wife,
duct that he orchestrated. He humiliates both women in ormaiden, widow, or prostitute. The men are less constrained
der to achieve his own ends—namely to reveal Angelo as a
and more likely to follow their sexual impulses and to view
villain. The Duke, like Lucio, also classifies women accordwomen's sexuality as corrupt and contaminated. The Duke,
ing to their sexual histories. He tells Mariana that if she is
Angelo, and Lucio all display misogynistic qualities; this
"neither maid, widow, nor wife" then she is nothing (V,i, 177sexism has carried over into critical interpretation of the fe8). Finally, the best evidence of his misogyny is his punishmale characters, particularly Isabella, whom male critics tend
ment of Angelo and Lucio with marriage (McCandless 118).
to view as a temptress or a saint, while female critics refrain
With this action the Duke creates an unspoken equation of
from categorizing Isabella on the basis of her chastity. This
marriage, and loss of male autonomy, with harsh punishment,
critical dichotomy stems from a misconception of the source
and in Lucio's case, a fate worse than death.
of Isabella's sexuality, the tendency to assign blame to one
Angelo, like the Duke, enjoys dominating women,
character, and natural human bias.
but does it in such a way that his reputation remains stainMisogyny is a basic component of the actions and
less. He always addresses Isabella in private, and when she
words of Measure for Measure's male characters: Lucio, the
refuses to sleep with him and threatens to tell the world about
Duke/Friar, and Angelo. Lucio "s incessant commentary draws
his true nature, he asks her, "Who will believe tliee, Isabel?"
attention to his derogatory attitude toward women. He
(II,iv, 154). After all, Isabel is a mere woman with no power of
speaks to women and of women as if they are mere playher own except her pristine reputation, and Angelo has the
things. This attitude is made apparent in Lucio's greeting to
same reputation for purity and the full weight of the law and
Isabella—"Hail virgin, if you be," which is couched in sexual
the Duke's endorsement behind him. Angelo indicates in
terms (I,iv, 16). Lucio, well aware that he is speaking with a
several speeches that he equates sex and women with impupure woman informs Isabel of his tendency to play false with
rity. He speaks of Juliet in harsh terms, referring to her as the
women in order to gratify his desires. He tells her.
"fornicatress" and telling the Provost to "dispose of her" as
'tis
my
familiar
sin
if she is little more than refuse (II, ii; 17,23). Angelo makes it
with maids to seem the lapwing and to jest
very clear that the reason he is attracted to Isabel is her level
Tongue far from heart, play with all virgins so
of purity, which sets her far above all other women. He says.
(Liv;
3
1
3
)
.
Never
could
the
strumpet
Lucio further demonstrates his basic disregard for women
With all her double vigor, art and nature,
and their feelings when he tells the Friar, in a very offhand
Once stir my temper
(II,ii, 183-5).
manner, about his affair with Kate Keepdown. He readily
Angelo's disregard for women and his rabid protection of his
admits mat he used her for his own pleasure and disappeared
reputation is also evident in his treatment of Mariana. He
when he learned of her pregnancy. The final and perhaps
refuses to marry her when her dowry is lost, but in order to
most telling indication of his disrespect for women is his
hide his greed, he tells the world that she has been unfaithful,
reaction to being ordered to marry a prostitute. He tells the
and that is why he will not marry her.
Duke that marrying a prostitute is "pressing to death, whipThe disrespectful attitudes of Lucio, Angelo, and
ping, and hanging" (V,i, 517-8).
the Duke are extremely important in Measure for Measure
The Duke's misogynistic qualities stern from a debecause they shape the lives and help to color perceptions
sire to dominate women. First, the Duke, disguised as a Friar
of the play's female characters. As Marcia Reifer so eloextracts confessions of a sexual nature from Juliet, Isabella.
quently put it. Measure for Measure "exposes the dehumanand Mariana (McCandless 85). He informs Juliet that alizing effect on women of living in a world dominated by powthough her affair with Claudio was mutually consensual, she
erful men who would like to recreate womanhood according
bears a "sin of a heavier kind than his" (U. iii; 28). The Duke
to their fantasies" (168). Isabella, in particular,

assert that Isabella is actually attracted to Angelo and Angelo
bears the brunt of the misogyny in the play. Despite all the tries to seduce her because "Men corrupt women because
evidence of Angelo's bad character, he is often ignored, while women are corruptible, receptive as well as vulnerable to
Isabella is vilified as an evil seductress. Isabella's chastity is sexual use" (95). McCandless ignores the fact that Isabel
often a central issue, she is likely to fall into one of two resists being corrupted and is not in the least receptive to
categories: saint or whore. Female critics do take an interest Angelo's advances. However, McCandless does bring up
in Isabel's chastity, but they do not use it as a tool to classify the idea of Lucio sexualizing Isabella which is a primary cause
her. Instead, female critics recognize her as a flawed human of the male critical belief that Isabel is to blame for Angelo's
being and not a paragon of virtue or exemplar of villainy.
advances (99).
Isabella has been charged with being frigid, maFemale criticism of Isabella is more restrained than
nipulative and heartless by some male critics, and vehemently either male praise or criticism. Female critics generally vindidefended as a saint and the epitome of virtue by others. cate Isabel of the temptress label, but they also acknowledge
Either way, those critics who are most rabid in their opinions her faults and attempt to examine her and Angelo in a
of Isabel are generally male and tend to ignore other charac- nonbiased manner. For instance, Katherine Maus points out
ters—Angelo in particular. For instance, R.W. Chambers as- Angelo's lack of comprehension of the difference between
serts that Isabel is entirely pure of heart and very near a saint the "realm of intention" or contemplating but not doing, and
of earth. Chambers touts the "nobility of Isabella" in her the "realm of execution," or actually carrying the tiling out.
rigid determination not to surrender her virginity, even when Maus cites Angelo's faulty logic in his example of the robber
faced with the death of her brother (Chambers 106).
who did not get caught serving on a jury. Angelo proves that
David Stevenson takes the opposite (and more com- he does not understand the line between contemplation and
mon) male view of Isabella as a merciless seductress. He rails execution, because the robber on the jury actually committed
on Isabel as an example of moral vanity because of the pride the crime, he just did not get caught. Maus also suggests
she derives from being virtuous, but does not apply the same that while Isabella is the object of Angelo's desire, he is
criticism to Angelo. He also insists that Isabel has somehow aroused not because she flaunts her body, but because she
sullied her virtue by helping Mariana. Stevenson glosses conceals it. Angelo says,
over the grotesque mistakes of Angelo—particularly his
These
black
enshield
masks
speedy "execution" of Claudio (actually Ragozine) to preProclaim an enshield beauty ten times louder
vent Claudio from discovering the loss of Isabel's virtue and
Than beauty could, displayed (II,iv, 79-81).
taking revenge. Stevenson ends his criticism with the asser- However, Maus acknowledges that Isabella's harsh condemtion that through Isabel the "characterization of female inno- nation of anyone who threatens her virginity, both Angelo
cence and purity is made to appear in the guise of a heartless and Claudio, is not "endearing" (202).
Marcia Reifer and Barbara Baines assert that Isabella
shrew" (Stevenson 75).
Hugh Richmond also points to Isabella as the pri- defends her virtue so vehemently because her "power, place,
mary reason for Angelo's fall from grace. Richmond goes so and value in society are so determined by her chastity that its
far as to say that Isabella admitted she "helped corrupt forfeiture would constitute...a form of social and psychoAngelo into his attempt to debauch her" (155). Isabella was logical suicide" (Baines 83). This thesis is supported by the
moved by mercy and forgiveness to say,
attitude of men toward women in Measure for Measure, parI
partly
think ticularly their desire to classify' women by sexual history.
A due sincerity govern'd his deeds Reifer states that the character arc of Isabel takes her from an
Till he did look on me (V,i, 441-3). "articulate independent woman" in the play's beginning to
The statement is a testament to Isabel's goodness, not an "a shadow of her former self on her knees to male authority"
admonition of guilt. Richmond glosses over Angelo's utter by the play's end. However, Reifer, like the male critics who
lack of self-control and maturity. Angelo is supposed to be a pardon Angelo, is now being easy on Isabella. Although
leader among men, and while it is fine for him to be tempted Isabella stands up to Angelo during their encounters, much
by Isabel, it crosses a hue to proposition her and then threaten of what she says comes at the urging of Lucio. Reifer's
to torture her brother when he is rejected. Angelo does, in assertion that Isabel becomes the Duke's puppet is faulty
fact admit that Isabel is not to blame for his attraction to because Isabella chose to take part in the bed-trick, and had
her—"The tempter or the tempted, who sins most?/ Not she, no other plan. Isabella tells the Duke, "I have spirit to do
nor doth she tempt" (II,ii, 163-5).
anything that appears not foul in the truth of my spirit" (111,1.
David McCandless attempts to write with a feminist 203). Finally, Reifer fails to see the mercy that Isabella shows
focus, but still falls into the trap ofblaming Isabel for Angelo's at the end of the play, not just to Angelo, but also to Mariana.
lust. He says, "she makes him alone bear the burden of the Isabel on her knees paints a powerful picture of her true
lust she arouses" (McCandless 83). This sounds almost as if nature as a Christian, and forgiving because of it, and friend
McCandless expects Isabella to capitulate to Angelo's de- to Mariana who begs her help. These three female critics do
mands simply because he has them and because she excited not focus on Isabel's chastity as a measure of her worth as
them, albeit unconsciously. McCandless continues on to the male critics are prone to do. but see chastity as the source
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of Isabel's power.
The critical dichotomy in Measure for Measure
stems from three sources—a misconception of the source of
Isabella's sexuality, the tendency to assign blame to one character, and natural human bias. Human bias is the first problem in reading Measure for Measure. As Maus suggests,
"complete self-display before God or others ironically or inevitably invites accusations of hypocrisy" (204). In other
words, no one is completely transparent, and if someone
pretends to be, they must have a secret. This essential facet
of human nature works against Isabel. Despite the fact she
continually demonstrates her commitment to remaining pure,
her motives are called into question because she seems to
good to be true. Isabella can, at times protest her innocence
too much, but that does not prove an attempt to seduce
Angelo. For instance, she seems to be currying favor when
she tells the Nun that she desires "a more strict restraint"
despite the fact that the order she is entering is notoriously
strict (I,iv, 4). However, Isabel may be demonstrating her true
religious fervor. It is troublesome that she tells Angelo that
the vice she despises above all others is fornication. Murder
and rape are much greater offenses to most people. However, Isabel's chastity is her greatest treasure and in fact she
will place it above her brother's life—"More than our brother
is our chastity" (III,i, 185). Isabel is also condemned because she takes so long to tell Claudio what can save his life.
While many male critics cite this as evidence of her cruelty, it
is plausible that she is embarrassed at what has happened,
and that because of her recent encounters with men she does
not trust them. She seems to take her time in order to reassure herself that Claudio will not ask her to fulfill Angelo's
desires. She reiterates the horror of Angelo's request—''a
devilish mercy., .that will free your life,/ But fetter you till
death", "such a one as, you consenting to't/ Would bark
your honor from that trunkyou bear" (IH,i, 65-7,73-4). Isabella's
involvement in the bed-trick with Mariana is also used as
evidence of her lack of commitment to religion, but Isabel
does not have sexual relations with anyone, and agrees to
help Mariana because she is engaged to Angelo and still
loves him. Finally, the Duke's proposal to Isabel is considered proof of her sexual desires—however, the Duke's offer
("What's mine is yours, and what is yours is mine") is never
actually accepted by Isabella, though many critics assume
that it is (V,i, 532).
Second, the sexual nature of Isabella's person and
speech is not provided by anything she says or does, but
rather what Lucio, the Duke and Angelo say and do. The
sexual nature of Isabel becomes an aspect of the play even
before she makes her first appearance in the flesh. Claudio
tells Lucio that in Isabel "There is a prone and speechless
dialect,/ Such as move men" (I,ii, 178-9). As David
McCandless paraphrases Claudio, "Isabella, or more precisely,
her body, speaks sex" (96). However, it is no fault of Isabel's
that she is attractive, and it certainly does not mean that she
is guilty of trying to tempt men. The sexualization of Isabel
continues with the appearance of Lucio. When Isabel goes
to plead with Angelo, Lucio comments continuously in very

sexually connotative language. He tells her, "Kneel down
before him. hang upon his gown;/ You are too cold" (ILii. 445). This puts a little more fire in Isabel, but the sexual charge
stems from Lucio. Once Isabel starts to make good points,
Lucio says, "Ay, touch him", which is very physical and then
later "0, to him, to him, wench.. .He's coming" (II, ii, 124-5).
Tin's comment is blatantly sexual, and while it refers to the
climax of the argument between Angelo and Isabel, it is also
suggestive of sexual climax. Similarly, the Duke suggests the
bed-trick to Isabella—an idea that puts her in a very suggestive situation. It is Isabella's decision to take part in it, but
the original plan is not hers.
Finally, there is tendency among critics to read the
play too narrowly and to make one character the personification of evil and the other the personification of good.
Measure for Measure is not a play, winch permits that sort of
moral absolutism. The critics who took the middle ground in
the debate over Isabel and Angelo—Louis Auchincloss who
viewed Isabella as enormously funny because she takes herself so seriously and Mario Digangi who is more caught up in
the pregnancy and abortion imagery of the play than the
good and evil debate—get closer to the heart of the matter.
While Isabella is not perfect, she is no temptress. She can be
unnecessarily harsh, as is seen in her confrontation of Claudio
and self-satisfied at times, but she is not to blame for Angelo's
downfall. Angelo, on the other hand, has evil motives. He
propositions a religious novice, threatens to torture her brother
when she refuses him, leaves his fiance when she loses her
dowry and chalks his fickleness up to infidelity on her part.
He breaks his deal with Isabella and actually moves up
Claudio's execution date once he has what he wants. Isabella
calls him a "murderer, adulterous thief', and a "virgin violator." (V,i, 38-41). If Angelo had actually killed Claudio after
making love to Isabel, he would be considered nothing less
than evil in the flesh. However, his plans are undermined and
Isabella and Mariana both forgive him. Angelo, in his defense, feels remorse for his actions. He says,
Would
he
yet
have
lived.
Alack, when once our grace we have forgot.
Nothing goes right; we would and we would not
( I V ,
i v . 3 1 - 3 ) .
The combination of Angelo's guilty conscience and the mercy
of Isabel, Mariana and the Duke make it difficult to crucify
Angelo from the critical standpoint. Isabel and Angelo both
have flaws and neither should be held up as a saint.
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